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esisc european strategic intelligence and security center - recent years have seen an increase in attacks against state
representatives notably the police across germany some perpetrators of those attacks have been found to represent an
ideology that opposes the state and its representatives and more specifically considers the modern german state to be
illegitimate, european union law wikipedia - european union law is the system of laws operating within the member states
of the european union the eu has political institutions and social and economic policies according to its court of justice the
eu represents a new legal order of international law the eu s legal foundations are the treaty on european union and the
treaty on the functioning of the european union unanimously agreed, a concise encyclopedia of the european union e european communities the european coal and steel community the european economic community and the european
atomic energy community in 1967 the three communities were effectively merged by being given a common council of
ministers a common commission and soon afterwards a common budget, jstor viewing subject anthropology - jstor is a
digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, jstor viewing subject history - jstor is a digital library of
academic journals books and primary sources, stock exchange news nasdaq com - latest martin tillier articles martin tiller
s new must read column on the markets enlightening entertaining every day only at nasdaq com, max planck institute for
comparative and international - how can international private law react when a state collapses dragging national law down
with it priv doz dr nadjma yassari head of the research group on family law and succession law in islamic countries at the
max planck institute for private law has pursued this question by examining the case of syria her article on the subject
appears in the latest issue of the rabel journal, huge list of government agencies a k dart dot com - this is a huge list of
government agencies commissions bureaus foundations divisions directorates departments bureaus administrations and
institutes many of them overlapping redundant or unnecessary there is no constitutional authority for the creation and
maintenance of most of the offices in the list
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